
Introduction to Understanding Different Experiences and Identities

This document is intended to help on board Campaign Bootcamp staff and freelancers
to understanding in more detail the experience and identities of people who work with,
volunteer for and attend our trainings. Campaign Bootcamp believes our movements
and campaigns are stronger for understanding the way that social power exists in a
space. We don’t, however, expect that everyone has the same exposure, education or
resources in learning about other people’s identities. Having the right language is
important because it demonstrates that you care and respect the person you are talking
to, but it’s not always easy to know what that language is.

Therefore, this document will introduce you to identities and/or ideas and language you
may not be familiar with:

● To help you learn: This is just intro, there’s loads more out there we hope this will
help springboard you to further learning

● To ensure common understanding across the team
● To make sure we are all representing bootcamp in the world in line with our

methodology and values
● To take the burden of educating people on an identity away from the people who

inhabit it. It’s often the case that marginalised people do a lot of labour with
mainstreamed people to educate them on how to understand, empathise with
and support them. This burden of labour further marginalises people from
campaigns and activism as it takes their time and emotional energy away from
working on the issues they care about.





Disabled people

The way we understand disability in the world has changed dramatically over the last
200 years. There have been a series of “models” of disability which have helped move
the concept of disability from the idea that someone “has something wrong with them” to
the idea that society isn’t designed to meet everyone’s needs, but rather privileges the
access of non-disabled people and puts barriers in the way of disabled people. The
current popular model of understanding disability in the UK is the “Social Model”, which
replaces the “Medical Model” which was popular in the 1960s through to the 90s.
Avoiding the medical model is why at Bootcamp we don’t ask people what their
“condition” or “disability” is, but instead we ask them what their requirements for access
are – this puts the onus on us to ensure our spaces aren’t disabling, instead of
suggesting that disability is inherent to their body.

● Scope’s What is the social model of disability? film
● Lisa Egan’s Blog: I’m not a “person with a disability”: I’m a disabled person
● BBC Three’s film: Things not to say to someone who uses a wheelchair
● Be the Change: Six disabled activists on why the resistance must be accessible

https://www.scope.org.uk/about-us/our-brand/social-model-of-disability
http://www.xojane.com/issues/i-am-not-a-person-with-a-disability-i-am-a-disabled-person
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RLTtk9Mc14&index=2&list=PL64ScZt2I7wGxZlXAu0r0UPqpvzF23mgc
https://www.autostraddle.com/be-the-change-six-disabled-activists-on-why-the-resistance-must-be-accessible-368956/




Faith

Faith is a complicated identity to unpick because its relationship to power is
institutionally privileged and oppressed in very different ways depending on the context
and which faith one addresses. However, in the UK activist/campaigning sector, being of
faith is generally an incredibly marginalising experience. Not least when one’s faith
intersects with race and culture. Islamophobia is arguably one of the most pertinent and
pernicious forms of structural oppression in the west today – it is normalised and has
supported the rise in power of both the central and far right across the western world.

● Gallup’s poll data: Understanding anti-muslim sentiment in the West
● Guardian: reports of anti-semitic incidents rise to record levels in the UK
● Washington post: An Indian immigrant is murdered in Kansas. It’s part of a spike in hate

crimes against South Asians
● Michael Jallo-Jamboriah’s blog: Making space for faith in feminism

http://www.gallup.com/poll/157082/islamophobia-understanding-anti-muslim-sentiment-west.aspx
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/feb/02/reports-of-antisemitic-incidents-increase-to-record-levels-in-uk
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/03/07/the-kansas-murder-of-an-indian-immigrant-is-part-of-a-spike-in-hate-crimes-against-south-asians/?utm_term=.b124f3e5e725
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/03/07/the-kansas-murder-of-an-indian-immigrant-is-part-of-a-spike-in-hate-crimes-against-south-asians/?utm_term=.b124f3e5e725
https://womenscenteratumbc.wordpress.com/2017/03/06/making-space-for-faith-in-feminism/




Mental health

We all have mental health, like physical health. Sometimes our mental health is good
and sometimes it’s not so good. 1 in 4 people are affected by mental health issues each
year and yet we still struggle to talk about it. Mental Health and wellbeing are really
central to the sustainability and success of campaigning so we are passionate about
talking about mental health and reducing the stigma surrounding it. We also recognise
that systemic oppression both negatively impacts our mental health and means that
how we are treated by mental health services is dependent on who we are; gender,
sexuality, race, disability all intersect with our experiences of wellbeing and access to
services.

● Guardian article: if we hide our mental health issues, we make it easier for society to
ignore us

● Resource library: A library of free PDFs on academic articles on “Mad Studies” topics
● Unapologetic feminism: 4 ways mentally ill people are blamed for our struggles
● Time to Change blog: Talking about mental health – lots of personal blogs on things you

can do to support yourself and other people regarding mental health

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/mar/14/mental-health-problems-invisible-easy-to-dismiss?CMP=share_btn_fb
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2017/mar/14/mental-health-problems-invisible-easy-to-dismiss?CMP=share_btn_fb
http://journals.library.mun.ca/ojs/index.php/IJ?platform=hootsuite
https://unapologeticfeminism.com/2017/03/4-ways-mentally-ill-people-blamed-struggles/
http://www.time-to-change.org.uk/category/blog/talking-about-mental-health




Race: Colonialism and Social construct
The way that we categorise and understand race in the west is directly linked to
systems of trade and finance; capitalism and colonialism. The idea of categorising
people based on physical features long precedes the expansion of the British Empire,
but the specific ways we categorise race today is very modern. A racial hierarchy, with
white people at the top and black people at the bottom, was created in order to create a
hierarchy of global labour and profit and then to justify the horrors of the transatlantic
slave trade. While this is the history of race, it also shapes how we understand race
today; the profit of our current financial and political systems are still built on and
dependent on this categorisation within western borders, but also neo-imperialism is
what creates the biggest mass movement of people’s in the world. Whether it’s
homophobic laws imported to the African and Indian sub-continents by US Christianity,
or drone bombs dropped across the middle east in the name of western peace (and oil
profits) – the UK and US create movements of people to western borders via economics
and then scrutinise, penalise and demonise those very people when they reach us.

“They are here, because we were there”

● Film: The social construction of race explained
● Film: The myth of race, debunked in 3 minutes
● Guardian article: Migrants, Asylum Seekers, refugees – what’s the difference?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qaWp8_z81w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnfKgffCZ7U
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/aug/28/migrants-refugees-and-asylum-seekers-whats-the-difference




Race: White supremacy and racism

So now we have some context for the history of how race was constructed, we can talk
about what it looks like today. While we widely condemn the overt enactment of racism,
white people are still seen and treated as superior in our global systems of power – a
hangover from the colonial hierarchies of race. This is widely referred to as “white
supremacy” – this might make you think of the KKK or the national front but actually it’s
important to understand that it’s use in current progressive space refers not to extreme
acts of overt racism but to the system of privileging white people and inferior treatment
of peoples of colour across health, education, wealth, employment, housing and all
other systems of society.

● Alternet article: 10 things everyone should know about white supremacy
● Blog: The white privilege checklist
● Gary Younge: Racism is more than old white men using the N-word
● MTV Decoded film: 5 things everyone should understand about racism
● Full length documentary: Injustice by Ken Fero The struggles for justice by families of

people who have died in police custody

http://www.alternet.org/civil-liberties/10-things-everyone-should-know-about-white-supremacy
http://resourcesforradicals.tumblr.com/post/26312598410/the-white-privilege-checklist
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/may/18/racism-more-than-old-white-men-using-n-word?CMP=twt_gu
http://www.time-to-change.org.uk/category/blog/talking-about-mental-health
https://vimeo.com/34633260


●



Race: Microaggressions

So we can see that systems work to disadvantage people based on their racialisation
(how they are treated because of where they are put on the hierarchy of race). But it’s
much easier to understand how overt racism or large systems operate than it is to
understand covert racism. Microaggressions are the micro interactions people of colour
have with white people that reassert the hierarchy of race, often without the white
person realising that they are doing it. In these micro interactions people of colour are
reminded that they don’t belong in mainstream space aka whiteness – their otherness is
constantly reasserted in these minutae ways.

● Resource: Examples of racial microgaggressions
● Video: How microaggressions are like mosquito bites
● Buzzfeed photo blog: 21 racial microaggressions you hear on a daily basis
● Film: MTV Decoded Where are you really from?

Race: People of colour

Language around race is ever evolving and can be confusing. Terms that are
considered empowering are dependent on social and historical context, so words that
were deemed appropriate 50, 15 or even 5 years ago might be offensive today. The
reason language is important is because being referred to in the ways you find
empowering validate your experience and existence in the world. On that note, it’s
important when we talk about race that we don’t only focus on racism and white
supremacy but also the contributions and expertise of people of colour globally.

● Buzzfeed: On language – Here’s why Coloured is not the same as People of Colour
● Article: 15 things you did not know about Black people in London before 1948
● Huffington Post: Series on Black Excellence
● Huffington Post: 26 of the most important articles by People of Colour in 2016

http://resourcesforradicals.tumblr.com/post/29014648033/newwavefeminism-strugglingtobeheard
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDd3bzA7450
https://www.buzzfeed.com/hnigatu/racial-microagressions-you-hear-on-a-daily-basis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igWYMo4z2OQ
https://www.buzzfeed.com/bimadewunmi/coloured-is-not-the-same-as-people-of-colour?utm_term=.rym39kDPA#.laZaKGEvZ
http://www.blackhistorystudies.com/resources/resources/15-facts-about-black-londoners-before-1948/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/news/black-excellence/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/26-of-the-most-important-articles-by-people-of-color-in-2016_us_584ed5fae4b04c8e2bb0bc42?section=us_black-voices&


Sex workers

Sex work is often the butt of jokes denigrating women, and a point of contention in
feminism. Some feminists argue that sex work upholds patriarchy, but sex workers
campaign for sex work to be seen as work. Sex workers use their bodies in the means
of production as do other workers in post-industrial capitalism. Sex workers campaign
tirelessly for decriminalisation so that they are free to unionise and protect themselves
against the state and police as much as their clients. There’s a lot of debate about
which “models” of sex workers are most important – sadly, those conversations are
usually had from a point of moralism and without the voices of sex workers themselves
being centred.



● Broadly article: What we owe to the hidden, groundbreaking activism of sex workers
● On why not to use the word prostitute: p-word 101
● Mic article: 4 feminist reasons why we need to support sex workers
● Huffington Post: 17 facts about sex work and sexual assualt

Sexuality: Definitions
It’s easy to think that in a post-equal marriage era that sexuality is no longer an identity
that experiences much marginalisation, but that isn’t true. LGBTQ+ people still face a lot
of oppression but we usually only see the most assimilationist and privileged gay people
in the media.

Understanding the spectrum of sexuality and identity is confusing at times, with
ever-changing and lengthening alphabet soups. We’ve provided some links to help
demystify that.

Statistically, LGBTQ+ people are still failed by many systems in society; housing,
bullying, mental health, education, employment and so on. If we assess these statistics
purely by white and/or middle class and/or men then the stats are warped, but when we
take those categories out we realise that sexuality still has a profound affect on your
access to safety and wellbeing.

Finally, the movement for equal marriage certainly saw a sea change in progressive
attitudes towards LGBTQ+ people in society, but that often obscures many of the real
issues of marginalisation. It does not account for heteronormativity and the constant
invisibilising of queer people and practice, it also doesn’t account for the decades of
shame and alienation many LGBTQ+ people have endured. Understanding the reasons
that marriage does not mean equality or liberation is important to understanding the
struggles of LGBTQ people.

https://broadly.vice.com/en_us/article/what-we-owe-to-the-hidden-groundbreaking-activism-of-sex-workers?utm_source=broadlytwitterus
http://titsandsass.com/the-p-word-101/
https://mic.com/articles/142879/4-feminist-reasons-why-we-need-to-support-sex-workers#.iTmSM3Smj
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/katherine-koster/16-facts-about-sexual-ass_b_8711720.html


Definitions of terms: A comprehensive list of LGBTQ terms and their definitions
Everyday feminism article: 3 differences between gay and queer

LGB/Queer: Stats
Albert Kennedy Trust UK LGBT Youth Homelessness report PDF
The Advocate article: 13 things never to say to a bisexual person

LGB/Queer: heteronormativity
Teen Vogue: Why heteronormativity is a bad thing
Video: What is heteronormativity?

LGB/Queer: beyond marriage equality
Articles: Why didn’t gay marriage cure gay loneliness? And a response Gay loneliness is real
but “bitchy, toxic” culture isn’t the full story
On institutional homophobia: Buzzfeed article: Meet the man who stopped thousands of people
becoming HIV positive
Buzzfeed: 7 LGBT issues that matter more than gay marriage

http://itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/2013/01/a-comprehensive-list-of-lgbtq-term-definitions/#sthash.upFqMg8F.dpbs
http://everydayfeminism.com/2016/03/difference-between-gay-queer/
http://www.akt.org.uk/webtop/modules/_repository/documents/AlbertKennedy_researchreport_FINALinteractive.pdf
http://www.advocate.com/bisexuality/2014/06/02/13-things-never-say-bisexual-people
http://www.teenvogue.com/story/heteronormativity-gender-identity-sexual-orientation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oB2Cck9Ok8
http://highline.huffingtonpost.com/articles/en/gay-loneliness/
http://www.slate.com/blogs/outward/2017/03/06/gay_loneliness_is_real_but_toxic_gay_cultures_isn_t_the_problem.html
http://www.slate.com/blogs/outward/2017/03/06/gay_loneliness_is_real_but_toxic_gay_cultures_isn_t_the_problem.html
https://www.buzzfeed.com/patrickstrudwick/meet-the-man-who-stopped-thousands-of-people-becoming-hiv-po?utm_term=.kwYxPg5EJ#.tvWe49dk3
https://www.buzzfeed.com/patrickstrudwick/meet-the-man-who-stopped-thousands-of-people-becoming-hiv-po?utm_term=.kwYxPg5EJ#.tvWe49dk3
https://www.buzzfeed.com/hfetter/7-lgbt-issues-that-matter-more-than-marriage-fk74


Survivors (nb: all links refer to rape and sexual assault, some
in detail)

Survivors walk amongst us every day and yet we often work to the assumption that
unless someone tells us they are a survivor of rape or sexual assault that they aren’t.
Views on sexual assault and consent are bound up entirely in patriarchy with a belief
that men are entitled to women’s (and queer and trans peoples) bodies and therefore a
the burden of proof on assault is on the shoulders of the survivor. We believe in building
a space that centres survivors – their resilience, and experience – without needing to
assume who is and isn’t a survivor.

● Cosmopolitan article: 17 beliefs about sexual assault that are wrong
● Thought catalog article: 10 things you shouldn’t say to a survivor of sexual assualt
● Blog: Helping a survivor of sexual assault
● Blog: Survivor versus victim – why choosing your words carefully is important
● Open Democracy article: victim vs survivor – feminism and language
● LONG read: The Marshall Project An Unbelievable story of rape
● Video: consent is as simple as tea
● Cartoon: What victim blaming really looks like

http://www.cosmopolitan.com/college/news/a30507/sexual-assault-misconceptions/
http://thoughtcatalog.com/alexandra-mulconnery/2014/06/10-things-you-shouldnt-say-to-survivors-of-sexual-assault/
https://sapac.umich.edu/article/47
http://helloflo.com/survivor-vs-victim-why-choosing-your-words-carefully-is-important/
https://www.opendemocracy.net/5050/rahila-gupta/victim-vs-survivor-feminism-and-language
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2015/12/16/an-unbelievable-story-of-rape?ref=hp-1-100#.S18P6AtE6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQbei5JGiT8&vl=en
http://archives.bluenationreview.com/this-simple-cartoon-shows-what-victim-blaming-really-looks-like/


Trans

Trans people are people who don’t feel their gender is the same as the binary
woman/man label that society imposes onto them. Biological sex and gender are, like
race, social constructs. The categorisation as male/female or woman/man is used to
help control the populace and, in particular, define labour roles more easily. Very many
people experience themselves outside of this binary. Unfortunately, rather than
accepting people’s right to define and live their own identities, people across the political
spectrum believe that trans people’s experience is up for debate and something we are
all entitled to an opinion on.

● Everyday feminism: Transgender 101
● Everyday feminism: Science doesn’t support the sex binary
● Experience the world through a trans person’s eyes in short film Headspace
● On why surgery matters to trans people: Guardian article Trans Top surgery saved my

life
● Everyday feminism blog: Still think trans women have “Male Privilege”: These 7 points

prove they don’t
● Buzzfeed news: I’m trans, disabled and tired of fighting to get into bathrooms
● Video: There’s no such thing as a sex change
● Video: Why pronouns matter for trans people

http://everydayfeminism.com/2016/08/transgender-101/
http://everydayfeminism.com/2016/06/science-doesnt-support-sex-binary/
http://www.newnownext.com/trans-experience-short-film-headspace/02/2017/
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/jun/30/trans-top-surgery-changed-my-life
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/jun/30/trans-top-surgery-changed-my-life
http://everydayfeminism.com/2015/10/trans-women-male-privilege/#.WMMfA_ivIf4.facebook
http://everydayfeminism.com/2015/10/trans-women-male-privilege/#.WMMfA_ivIf4.facebook
https://www.buzzfeed.com/christianmcmahon/im-trans-disabled-and-tired-of-fighting-to-get-into-bathroom?utm_term=.qu5ENJWwA#.ohw3xpQ1b
https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2014/aug/12/transgender-kellie-maloney-lgbt-sex-change?CMP=fb_gu
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_yBGQqg7kM




Trans: non-binary
Many people who don’t identify with the sex or gender that society imposes on them feel
non-binary; without gender, between genders or ambivalent to gender. Some non-binary people
identify as trans and some don’t. Arguably, we are all non-binary as the policing of binary gender
categories are so strict that even people who identify with the gender identity that society
imposes on them can’t actually perform gender as pure. But visibly not fitting into the gender
binary often places non-binary people at the sharp end of anti-trans violence.

Seattle Non-binary collective: Non-binary 101
Guardian article: “My life without gender: strangers are desperate to know what genitalia I have”
Cosmopolitan article: I don’t identify as a woman: Will the women’s movement still fight for me?
Bustle article: 12 questions about non-binary people you’ve been afraid to ask
Alok Vaid-Menon: (cis)-gay progress -→ trans backlash

http://www.enbycollective.org/gender-101.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/aug/07/my-life-without-gender-strangers-are-desperate-to-know-what-genitalia-i-have
http://www.cosmopolitan.com/politics/a9125732/womens-march-non-binary-gender-nonconforming/
https://www.bustle.com/articles/74316-12-questions-about-non-binary-gender-identity-youve-been-afraid-to-ask-and-real-answers
https://www.facebook.com/AlokVaidMenon/posts/1661682847460835?pnref=story


Working Class

Class or socioeconomic status is a societal construct that indicates an individual or
group’s social standing or class in respect to others in society. It is commonly measured
by taking into consideration an individual or groups’ education, income and occupation.

Class is so culturally specific that it’s hard to talk about as universal. The social structure
of the UK has historically been highly influenced by the concept of social class, which
continues to affect British society today. Focussing on class in the British context it’s
broadly defined by three social strata: are three major categories referred to when
allocating a socioeconomic status: upper, middle, and working class..

Class is inherently bound up with money, but in the British context it’s not only to do with
money, but all the ways that money gives you access to power; job opportunity, social
networks, education, housing and so on. It is possible in the UK to be both filthy rich and
also working class because class is as much about status and social rules as it is about
wealth.

Working class activists are often marginalised in activists spaces - from having their
ideas dismissed, lives romanticised, to their lifestyle choices criticised. Middle class
people can tend to dominate movements and perpetuate privileged positions and views.

● Activist class culture: resources on understanding the way class shows up in community
organising and activist spaces

● OpenDemocracy: 7 everyday things poor people worry about that rich people never do
● Class from an Upper class perspective: My public school days & the building of upper

class solidarity
● Cartoon: Pencilsword – On A Plate – a cartoon about class and privilege

http://www.activistclasscultures.org/#looking-through-a-class-culture-lens
http://www.activistclasscultures.org/#looking-through-a-class-culture-lens
https://www.opendemocracy.net/transformation/carmen-rios/seven-everyday-things-poor-people-worry-about-that-rich-people-never-do
http://bright-green.org/2013/06/25/my-public-school-days-the-building-of-upper-class-solidarity/
http://bright-green.org/2013/06/25/my-public-school-days-the-building-of-upper-class-solidarity/
http://thewireless.co.nz/articles/the-pencilsword-on-a-plate

